We use 30 high-resolution dark matter halos of the Caterpillar simulation suite to probe the first stars and galaxies of Milky Way-mass systems. We quantify the environment of the high-z progenitors of the Milky Way and connect them to the properties of the host and satellites today. We identify the formation sites of the first generation of Population III (Pop III) stars (z ∼ 25) and first galaxies (z ∼ 22) with several different models based on a minimum halo mass including a simple model for LymanWerner feedback. Through this method we find approximately 23,000 ± 5,000 Pop III potentially star-forming sites per Milky Way-mass host, though this number is drastically reduced to ∼550 star-forming sites when Lyman-Werner feedback is included, as it has critical effects at these length scales. The majority of these halos identified form in isolation (96% at z = 15) and are not subject to external enrichment by neighboring halos (median separation ∼1 pkpc at z = 15), though half merge with a system larger than themselves within 1.5 Gyrs. Approximately 55% of the entire population has merged into the host halo by z = 0. Using particle tagging, we additionally trace the Pop III remnant population to z = 0 and find an order of magnitude scatter in their number density at small (i.e. r < 5 kpc) and large (i.e. r > 50 kpc) galactocentric radii at z = 0. Using our large number of realizations, we provide fitting functions for determining the number of progenitor minihalo and atomic cooling halo systems that present-day dwarf galaxies and the Magellanic cloud system might have accreted since their formation. We demonstrate that observed dwarf galaxies with stellar masses below 10 4.6 M are unlikely to have merged with any other star-forming systems.
INTRODUCTION
The epoch of the first stars and first galaxies remains a poorly understood period in the Universe's history, although it is broadly known how the first billion years unfolded. Following recombination (z∼1100), small scale density fluctuations collapsed into dark matter halos containing gaseous material capable of molecular hydrogen (H2) cooling. Once gas densities in these "minihalos" were sufficiently high, the first stars, Population III (Pop III), were able to form, thus marking the end of the so-called "Dark Ages" (Tegmark et al. 1997 ).
e-mail: brendan.f.griffen@gmail.com more massive dark matter halos (10 8 M ) formed with gas that could cool via atomic hydrogen (Tvir ∼10 4 K) and are widely regarded as the "first galaxies," heralding the first period of galaxy formation (Bromm & Yoshida 2011) . While remarkable progress has been made in arriving at this broad picture of early structure formation, many of the details of both first star and first galaxy formation and associated chemical and physical processes remain elusive (see Frebel & Norris 2015 for a review) .
Observational access to these critical periods is quite limited. The optical depth to reionization derived from the cosmic microwave background provides a global constraint on reionization . Other studies have used very deep images of high-z sources (e.g. Finkelstein et al. (2015) ; Sobral et al. (2015) ) or absorption from high-z quasars (e.g. Becker et al. 2015) to study the brightest objects at 6 z 10. Future data from the James Webb Space Telescope (Gardner et al. 2006) or 21 cm cosmology (Pritchard & Loeb 2012) will provide valuable further constraints.
One of the best ways to study this early period is by examining local objects. For instance, star formation histories of local group galaxies, and chemical abundances of metal-poor stars in the Milky Way stellar halo (stellar archaeology) or in its satellite dwarf galaxies (dwarf galaxy archaeology). A key step in interpreting these local observations is developing a principled method of connecting low-z stellar systems to their high-z progenitors.
Cosmological simulations have been used extensively to study the non-linear regime of structure formation, but few have been able to resolve and follow the smallest building blocks, which formed in the early universe, to the present day. Indeed, it is still not well understood how many progenitor systems made up the Milky Way nor do we know where they formed and, perhaps most importantly, where any can be found today if they survived (see Frebel 2010 for a review) . This is primarily due to the high redshift universe being studied from only two vantage points, either (a) moderately large nondescript volumes (e.g. Ricotti & Shull 2000; Ishiyama et al. 2013; Ishiyama et al. 2016; Sasaki et al. 2014; O'Shea et al. 2015) or (b) small volumes encapsulating single host halos at extremely high-resolution (e.g. Smith et al. 2015; Stacy et al. 2016) . By virtue of the computational cost of carrying out hydrodynamical simulations at the required resolutions to resolve the first stellar systems, these calculations usually only run to relatively high redshifts (z ∼ 10), prohibiting our ability to test them against local observational data. Currently, exclusively dark matter-only simulations are capable to resolve both the minihalo progenitors (z > 15) of the Milky Way and to trace their evolution to z = 0 (e.g. Springel et al. 2008; Diemand et al. 2008; Griffen et al. 2016) . Until the required hardware and hydrodynamic codes with the necessary physics become available, minihalos and atomic cooling halos have to be modeled semi-analytically (i.e. using the halo properties derived from halo finders to determine the nature of their gas and stellar content).
Indeed, there have been a number of works which have made attempts to connect the high-z universe to the present day via either semi-analytical methods or direct N-body simulations. All of them, however, suffer from at least one drawback, either (a) they contain no spatial information about where the high-z star forming halos reside today (e.g. Hartwig et al. 2015 , Smith et al. 2015 , or (b) they do not model the critical influence of Lyman-Werner (LW) feedback on the first stellar systems (e.g. Gao et al. 2010) , or (c) they lack statistical power to investigate halo-to-halo scatter (e.g. Tumlinson 2010; Bovill & Ricotti 2011; Corlies et al. 2013; Ishiyama et al. 2016) .
In this paper, we address these three issues directly by exploiting the high-resolution cosmological dark matter simulations of the Caterpillar Project (www.caterpillarproject.org, Griffen et al. 2016) . Specifically, this work has the following properties which combined is the first of its kind: (a) spatial information about the formation sites and their subsequent evolution to z = 0 (b) a model for LW feedback on the first stellar systems and (c) 30 realizations allowing robust halo-to-halo variations to be studied. We adopt simple models to identify the sites of first star and first galaxy formation and include a toy model for chemical enrichment which allows us to separate halos with metal enrichment driven exogenously (externally) and endogenously (internally). We trace our candidate minihalos and first galaxy halos using their most bound particles to determine where their progenitors are today. This approach connects the high-z star formation processes to surviving stars in low-z environments today (e.g. dwarf galaxies and the halo), probes the building blocks of the Milky Way's metal-poor stellar halo, assists in the hunt for the surviving relics from a unique period of our Galaxy's assembly history, and informs how differing formation histories of similarlysized galaxies can affect observable properties of metal-poor stellar populations. This is the first time that first star and first galaxy formation is studied with such a wide sample of simulations within the context of the entire Milky Way host assembly.
In Section 2, we describe our numerical simulation suite and method for identifying and tracking dark matter halos. In Section 3, we present our model for Pop III and Pop II star formation, including our method of treating the LW background. Our results are presented in Section 4 where we detail the clustered nature of the high-z progenitor Milky Way and highlight how this critically impacts the present day abundance of possible surviving stellar populations. We additionally discuss these results in the context of the recent discovery of r-process enhanced metal-poor stars inside one of today's ultra-faint dwarf galaxies. Section 5 provides our final concluding remarks and avenues for future work.
SIMULATIONS
We analyze 30 of the dark matter only cosmological halos of the Caterpillar Project first presented in Griffen et al. (2016) . Each of the 30 halos in our sample are similar in mass to that of the Milky Way and come from a somewhat isolated environment (no nearby clusters). The halos were identified from a larger parent simulation which followed the growth of structure in a periodic box of comoving length 100 h . All initial conditions were constructed using music (Hahn & Abel 2011) . We identify dark matter halos via a modified version of rockstar (Behroozi et al. 2013 ) and construct merger trees using Consistent-Trees (Behroozi et al. 2012) . rockstar assigns virial masses to halos, Mvir, using the evolution of the virial relation from Bryan & Norman (1998) for our particular cosmology. At z = 0, this definition corresponds to an over-density of 104 × the critical density of the Universe. The temporal resolution is ∼5 Myrs/snapshot to z = 6 and ∼50 Myrs to z = 0.
Caterpillar halos are zoom-in re-simulations of a parent volume. Particular care was taken to ensure that we restrict our study to only the high-resolution volume of the Milky Way at z > 10 and that no halos were contaminated. Indeed in all simulations of this kind, there will be halos in the catalogues which contain lower resolution particle types, particularly near the fringe of the high-resolution region. These halos have poorly determined virial masses and internal velocity dispersions, so they are excluded from our analysis (<1% of the total halo population on average). None of these contaminated halos end up anywhere near the host of the central Milky Way-mass system at z = 0.
The dark matter particle mass of the fiducial Caterpillar simulation suite is 2.99 × 10 4 M , resolving halos with masses of 10 6 M (∼30 particles). Whilst properties such as the velocity dispersion are not converged at the resolution limit, the total mass of the system is reliably determined Power 2013.
We carried out a convergence check of this assumption (see Appendix A) using an even higher resolution run with a particle mass of 3.73 × 10 3 M . We find that the total number of systems identified between our fiducial run and our ultra-high-resolution counterpart is convergent.
MODELLING THE SITES OF HIGH-REDSHIFT STAR FORMATION
To determine which dark matter halos host stellar material and later accrete into the Milky Way, we must consider the nature of star formation in the early Universe. Here, we take a simple approach to modelling star formation sites based on more detailed theoretical work. Structure formation within ΛCDM proceeded first within small dark matter halos forming at early times and merging into larger halos. There are two periods which are significant for star formation at these early times and they both relate to the cooling mechanisms in metal-poor gas. The first of these periods is when star formation proceeds within dark matter halos of mass ∼10 6 M , in which molecular hydrogen cooling is dominant (e.g. Tegmark et al. 1997) . The second important period of star formation occurs when the gas within larger halos of mass ∼10 8 M are able to cool via atomic line cooling (Oh & Haiman 2002) . In the following two sections we outline how we model these two periods of first generation (Pop III) and second generation (Pop II) star formation.
H2 Cooling
Pop III stars are by definition metal-free, and as such can only form in a minihalo with sufficient H2 at the appropriate temperature and density to become gravitationally unstable and collapse (Tegmark et al. 1997; O'Shea & Norman 2007) . We assume the gas is in virial equilibrium with the dark matter halo so we can infer the gas temperature from the dark matter virial mass. The minimum temperature required for H2 cooling to cause gas collapse (Tegmark et al. 1997 ) thus corresponds to a minimum halo mass that determines possible sites of Pop III star formation. We identify halos in our merger tree when they first grow above the minimum threshold for collapse. We additionally ensure that none of the progenitors on any branch that merged into a candidate halo were above the temperature threshold.
A critical feature required of a simulations attempting to identify minihalo candidates is the time between each snapshot used by the halo finder. To estimate whether we might be underestimating the number of candidate halos we compare the free-fall time of gas to our temporal resolution. We estimate that the free fall time of gas is t f f ∼ 0.1 * H(z), which for z = 25 is ∼20 Myr, and z = 10 is ∼70 Myr. Since our temporal resolution is ∼5 Myr between each snapshot, we are not under-counting any halos but we may Figure 1 . Minimum halo mass required for Pop III star-formation to proceed. We adopt two minimum mass thresholds for minihalo formation, one of which contains three variations of same semianalytic model. Our first model is based on Tegmark et al. (1997) . It requires that the H 2 cooling time is less than a Hubble time. For our second model, we interpolate the semi-analytic model of Crosby et al. (2013) which includes LW radiation produced by the first generations of stars in nearby halos at z > 20. This results in a raising of the minimum mass depending on the initial mass function adopted. In all models, progenitor halos are also checked to ensure that a candidate halo identified is the first in its history to go above the cooling threshold. The increase in the minimum mass at z = 24 is due to the onset of Pop II star formation within the Crosby et al. (2013) model. be over-counting. By comparison, Aquarius has a temporal resolution at these early times of ∼100 Myr which means Gao et al. may have under-counted the number of minihalos forming. If we assume ∼50 Myr is approximately the collapse time, and then compare this to the outer panel of Figure 6 , we find ∼5% of minihalos merge within 50 Myrs, and ∼10% within 100 Myrs, meaning that we could be over-counting by ∼5%, and work using the Aquarius simulation will have undercounted by 5%.
LW Feedback
The minimum mass for collapse will be boosted to higher masses with the onset of LW radiation from Pop III stars which will photo-dissociate H2 via the reaction H2 + γLW → H + H, where γLW is a photon in the LW band of 11.12 -13.6 eV. We must include this form of feedback in our model if we are to reliably determine which minihalo candidates represent the actual star-forming halos at z > 10. Accordingly, we model the influence of a LW background via the semi-analytic model constructed by Crosby et al. (2013b) . We do not explicitly calculate the relevant LW flux for each halo's stellar population, but simply adopt the adjusted minimum mass threshold for forming Pop III stars after including LW feedback. The Crosby et al. (2013b) model was based on simulations carried out using enzo, an adaptive mesh refinement + N -body code. We have not carried out any simulation specific to our simulated volume but interpolate the minimum mass threshold they determined. Within their model, they followed 10 chemical species (H, C, N, O, Mg, Ca, Ti, Fe, Co, and Zn) in both the stellar and interstellar medium (ISM) components of every halo. The ISM was treated as a multiphase gas with a central region of dense, cold gas that is capable of forming stars and a hot, diffuse region exterior to the star-forming central region that is incapable of forming stars. For more details see the work of Crosby et al. (2013b) ; Crosby et al. (2013a) .
In Figure 1 , we show the minimum host halo virial mass required as determined by Tegmark et al. (1997) 
Population II Star Formation
In this section we describe criteria used for the formation of Pop II stars, which we assume form in the first galaxies.Once the virial temperature of the halo is high enough, atomic line cooling becomes important (Tvir ∼ 10 4 K). These halos are likely the sites of the first galaxies (Bromm & Yoshida 2011) and as such we refer to all "atomic cooling halos" (ACHs) as first galaxies and vice-versa. The gas inflow rate into these systems largely traces the rate of inflow of the dark matter accretion rate, but this can be suppressed in the presence of an ionizing background. We adopt a simple model of reionization following Bullock & Johnston (2005) whereby we divide atomic cooling halos into three populations based on their maximum circular velocity at the redshift set for reionization (assumed to be instantaneous at zre = 10); (1) ACHs with Vmax (z=10) > 50 km s −1 are not suppressed, (2) ACHs with 30 km s −1 < Vmax (z=10) < 50 km s −1 are partially suppressed (i.e., not all of their cold gas is star forming) and (3) ACHs with Vmax (z=10) < 30 km s −1 are completely suppressed (Thoul & Weinberg 1996) .
Simple Chemical Enrichment Model
After the accretion and collapse of cool gas in the central reservoir of a conducive halo, star formation proceeds, with the mass of each star set by the initial mass function (IMF). Some high-mass stars will eventually produce extremely energetic events such as pair-instability supernovae (PISN), whereby originally bound gas can be nearly entirely ejected (e.g. Whalen et al. 2004 Whalen et al. , 2008 Kitayama & Yoshida 2005) . If any of the proto-Milky Way's star forming regions were extremely clustered, this ejecta could likely pollute neighbouring halos and result in enhanced metal-line cooling spurring on subsequent star formation (e.g. Smith et al. 2015) . Detailed modelling of metal-enrichment of the subsequently formed first galaxies in these clustered environments shows that they can become significantly enriched to average metallicities of Z > 10 −3 Z (Greif et al. 2010; Safranek-Shrader et al. 2014 ). This inhomogeneous process can result in large spreads in chemical abundances of two to three orders of magnitude across the host system (Wise & Abel 2008) .
By definition, the first stars form out of chemically pristine gas. However, supernovae spew metals into the IGM (e.g. Madau et al. 2001; Greif et al. 2007; Jeon et al. 2014; Smith et al. 2015; O'Shea et al. 2015) , and in some cases they can contaminate nearby minihalos that would otherwise be pristine (e.g. Smith et al. 2015 ) (probably others). This separates minihalos into endogenous and exogenous minihalos, i.e. those that are initially unaffected by supernovae, and those that are externally enriched. In principle, this effect reduces the number of minihalos that should be considered as sites of Pop III star formation.
A complete characterization of metal pollution requires a fully hydrodynamic system (e.g. Greif et al. 2010; Wise 2012; O'Shea et al. 2015 ), but we can estimate the effect with a simple model based on distances between our halos. We consider a minihalo in our simulation to be exogenous (i.e., polluted) if its center is within the pollution radius of any other halo. For minihalos, the pollution radius is the size of a supernova remnant, which we take to be 300 pc for a 10 6 M halo (Greif et al. 2007; Ritter et al. 2015; Smith et al. 2015) . For an atomic cooling halo, the pollution radius is set based on the superbubble created by multiple supernovae associated with extended star formation, which we take to be 3 kpc physical (Madau et al. 2001) . We then assume a mass-dependent pollution radius by taking the power law between these two points:
where R8 is the pollution radius for a 10 8 M halo (set to be 3 kpc for the fiducial model), M8 is 10 8 M and α is the slope set by the 10 6 M halo pollution radius. Figure 2 illustrates our fiducial model and two alternative normalizations allowing for stronger and weaker feedback.
For simplicity, the pollution radii are assumed to be spherical, instantaneously grow to their maximum size, and instantaneously mix into any matter they encounter. However, detailed hydrodynamic runs find the metal enrichment is inhomogeneous and episodic (Greif et al. 2007; Ritter et al. 2015; Smith et al. 2015) , so we expect the number of externally enriched halos is an upper limit. It must be emphasized that we do not expect this simple enrichment prescription to accurately reflect the actual enrichment process of the first stars but to simply provide a broad-stroke model for gaining an understanding of the clustering properties and frequency of externally enriched objects. (Greif et al. 2007; Ritter et al. 2012; Ritter et al. 2015; Smith et al. 2015 ) and a 3 kpc radius for 10 8 M halos (Madau et al. 2001) . We also adjust our normalization to account for strong feedback cases and weak feedback cases (e.g. for a 10 6 M halo the enrichment radius varies between 100 pc and 500 pc).
RESULTS

Visual Impression
In Figure 3 , we show the distribution of molecular cooling and atomic cooling halos across our sample of 30 Caterpillar simulation halos. The top five rows shows the distribution of these systems at z = 10. We tag the 5% most-bound particles at formation, with H2 cooling halos ("minihalos") in yellow and atomic cooling halos in red. In this figure, we use the LW feedback model adopting a star formation efficiency of 0 = 0.04 to identify minihalos (Figure 1) .
The bottom five rows show the same respective particles at z = 0 (image width is 1 physical Mpc in both cases). Halos are only tagged if they form before z = 10 as we assume reionization suppresses star formation in all systems at these mass scales. Although, there are stark commonalities between halos at z = 0, there are a wide variety of Lagrangian geometries at z = 10. Some realizations at z = 10 (e.g. Cat-2, Cat 9, Cat-36) show high densities of potentially star forming halos whilst other realizations show much more diffuse volumes of potentially star forming halos (e.g. Cat-1, . In all cases, satellite systems both inside and outside the virial radius of the host contain potentially ancient stellar systems from the z > 10 era.
Progenitors Of The Milky Way
Minihalo progenitors of the Milky Way
In Figure 4 , we plot the cumulative number of minihalos formed over time. We only count the total number of sys- Figure 3 . The 30 Caterpillar halos used in this study illustrate how the underlying dark matter distribution is overlaid with star particles. Particles are tagged as having formed within atomic cooling halos (red) and within molecular line cooling halos using our fiducial star formation efficiency ( 0 = 0.04). Five percent of the most bound particles were tagged for each respective system at formation. This is done purely for visualization purposes. Only halos which satisfy the temperature threshold before z = 10 are tagged, as reionization is assumed to suppress star formation at z<10. The top panels shows objects tagged at z = 10 and the bottom panels are the same particles at z = 0. The width of the image is 3 physical Mpc. tems which are accreted into the central massive host and not those that end up residing in isolated halos at large galactocentric distances from the central host. The first of these Pop III star forming minihalos are identified at z ∼ 26 and grow in number to approximately ∼23,000 total (black line) potential sites assuming the Tegmark et al. (1997) temperature minimum mass criteria (Tvir ∼ 2000 K). The shaded regions for each line indicate 1-σ across all 30 halos in our sample for each of the methods of identification. There is ∼20% scatter in the total number at nearly all times but some can be attributed to the fact that larger mass hosts have more progenitors on average (n/10 12 M = 1.08 × 10 −8 ± 0.03 × 10 −8 , where n is the total number of systems).
Further dividing this population into progenitor systems that ultimately end up in the main host halo or in any of the subhalos of the main halo, we find that at z = 0 roughly the same number of progenitor minihalos end up in the central host (45 ± 11%, 10403 ± 2418) as in the host's subhalos (55 ± 16%, 12746 ± 3568).
Although there are a large number of potential Pop III star forming sites, the first luminous ones to have formed will greatly impact candidate sites for subsequent star formation due to the onset of the LW background. In Figure  4 , we also show the cumulative number of halos which could have still collapsed in the presence of this LW background. Table 2 shows the cumulative number of halos for each population identified. We find drastic reductions by as much as 98% of potential star forming sites which would have otherwise cooled and collapsed via molecular line cooling in the absence of a LW background. Altering the choice of the star formation efficiency, , changes the amount of LW flux and consequently the potential number of sites from ∼358 ± 82 (1-σ, h ) to ∼1458 ± 314 (1-σ, l ). Between all cases, a minimum of 94% of the potential number of halos, which are nevertheless later accreted into the central host, are prevented from forming stars. For all three star formation efficiencies, approximately ∼50% end up in subhalos and ∼50% end up in the primary host by z = 0.
Atomic cooling halo progenitors of the Milky Way
In Figure 5 , we plot the total number of halos which satisfy the virial temperature condition (Tvir > 10 4 K). We divide the population into five categories, three of which are a subset of just one. We only count atomic cooling halos which end up in the central host or in a subhalo of the central host by z = 0. Of the subset that accretes into the primary host and subhalos, we further divide them into three groups; (1) halos with Vmax (z = 10) > 50 km s −1 are not suppressed (green), (2) ACHs with 30 km s −1 < Vmax (z = 10) < 50 km s −1 are partially suppressed (blue), and (3) halos with Vmax (z = 10) < 30 km s −1 are completely suppressed (red). Table 3 lists the cumulative number of halos which form in each category. We find that approximately 1793±396 (1-σ) halos within a Milky Way sized system satisfy the atomic cooling limit and are eventually accreted either into the host itself or its subhalos. As with the minihalos, we find that approximately half (45 ± 11%) reside within the central host and half (55 ± 16%) reside within subhalos at the present day. Nearly half the halos that surpass the atomic cooling limit for the first time in their main branch end up within halos below the suppression scale at z = 10. We find approximately 11 halos (per host) with Vmax(z = 10) > 50 km s −1 at z = 10 that will continue to form stars provided there exists a supply of cold gas. Some of these will merge with other halos before being accreted by the central host. These halos, which are not suppressed, combined with any of the partially suppressed ones in the post reionization era (64 ± 27 that will only convert some fraction of their cold gas into stars), could go on to become present day dwarf spheroidal galaxies around the Milky Way.
4.3 When were the first stellar systems accreted into the Milky Way?
In Figure 6 , we show the cumulative distribution function at the time of the first merger for all identified systems which Figure 5 . Number of atomic cooling halos which reside in either subhalos or halos by z = 0. We further divide the population into those which are suppressed, partially suppressed or fully star forming based on their maximum circular velocity of their descendants at z = 10. On average, 781 ± 214 potential atomic cooling halos are suppressed and stop forming stars due to the reionization background. Approximately ∼11 survive the reionization era and will continue to form stars provided there exists a supply of cold gas. We find 64 ± 27 are partially suppressed and will only convert some fraction of their cold gas into stars. Just over half of all atomic cooling halos to have formed reside within the central host (54% ± 16%) in the present day whilst the remainder (46% ± 11%) reside in subhalos). Table 3 . Number of atomic cooling halos across all of the Caterpillar halos broken down by the various models for identification at z = 0 (including ±1-σ variance).
Selection Number Fraction
Reside in host or subhalos 1793 ± 396 1.00 ± 0. than itself along its main branch. For the LW model adopting a high star formation efficiency ( h ) this fell to 19 ± 3 %. For the low star formation efficiency ( l ) and fiducial star formation efficiency ( 0), they both yielded 22 ± 3 %. In the inner panel of Figure 6 , we also show the time between formation and accretion for objects which do not merge with anything larger than itself, i.e. the subset of halos amounting to ∼20% of halos that have not merged in the outer panel. We find that 50% of all atomic cooling halos and minihalos accrete in the host within 4 Gyrs and 80% are accreted within 8 Gyrs. When compared to the history of an average subhalo at z = 0, atomic cooling halos and minihalos systematically cross the virial radius of the central host at earlier times as they were the first halos to form.
Spatial Distribution & Clustering
We investigate the spatial distribution of minihalo and first galaxy progenitors of Milky Way sized systems. In Figure 7 , we demonstrate the spatial clustering of objects which end up inside subhalos or the central host at z = 0. This figure shows the density contours of all systems identified as minihalos (using the Tegmark et al. (1997) prescription) and atomic cooling halos found in a single snapshot corresponding to z = 10 across all 30 of our Caterpillar halos (the spatial distributions for minihalos identified with LW feedback are the same, see Section 5.3). Across all Caterpillar halos, we find that objects whose descendants eventually reside within subhalos are much less compactly clustered at high redshift than their counterparts that ultimately end up in the central host.
To get a better understanding of the separation properties of minihalos to their neighbouring star forming halos, we plot in Figure 8 how far away star forming halos are located from each of the minihalos. The halos are separated into increasing mass bins. In the first panel, we show the median minimum distance of each minihalo to all other star forming 10 6 M halos. We find most of them are several virial radii away from any minihalo at all times. The median minimum distance to a 10 6 M star forming halo at z∼20 is ∼ 1 kpc (physical) indicating the proto-Milky Way formed in a very clustered environment. There is, however, large scatter in the median minimum separation ranging from 800 pc to 3 kpc at z = 20 across each of the Caterpillar simulations. The larger neighbouring star forming halos (10 8−9 M ) often have minihalos residing within a few virial radii during the time of their formation. This often leads to minihalos experiencing external chemical enrichment coming from these neighboring halos during their initial fragmentation process. But details depend on the individual case since there is significant scatter of several kiloparsecs of the median minimum separation at z∼20.
Internally & Externally Enriched Fraction
We have shown clearly that there is a spatial preference for progenitors of subhalos when compared to the progenitors of the central host in the high-redshift era of the Milky Way. These spatial biases are expected to manifest themselves in the chemical enrichment history of their respective stellar constituents as systems that reside in the host today come from more clustered environments. We apply our simple chemical enrichment model from Section 3.4 to determine what fraction of minihalo progenitors of the Milky Way were likely externally or internally enriched. These processes lead to two classes of systems in the proto-Milky Way era; endogenous systems (chemically enriched solely by internal processes) and exogeneous systems (enriched by internal and external processes).
In Figure 9 , we show what fraction of the total population are exogenous or endogenous as a function of time for the minihalos identified via the Tegmark et al. (1997) prescription. We further break this population down into minihalos which end up in subhalos and minihalos which end up in the main host. The breakdown of populations is similar in each of the Caterpillar halos in the sample. The feedback prescription used in the middle panel is our fiducial model whereby halos with Mvir = 10 6 M have enrichment radii of 300 pc while halos with Mvir = 10 8 M have enrichment radii of 3 kpc. We also show results for the weak and strong feedback models from Figure 2 .
At z = 20, we find that an overwhelming proportion of the minihalo population are endogenous systems, evolving in isolation, for all three feedback models. This continues to later times and only by z = 7 do we observe any significant number of minihalos becoming exogenous, or externally enriched. In the strong feedback model, the fraction of exogenous minihalos rises from just 3% at z = 20 to 18% at z = 7. Using the weak feedback model, merely ≤ 1% of minihalos are externally enriched between z = 20 and z = 7. Meanwhile, the endogenous population flips from being dominated by progenitors of the host at z = 20, to being dominated by progenitors of subhalos at z = 7. This is due to a bias where halos that form earlier have more time to be pulled into the central host and disrupted by z = 0 than halos which form later.
In Table 4 , we list the breakdown of minihalos for the strong feedback model into raw percentages. When restricting the sample to just progenitors of the host, the fraction of exogenous halos begins approaching that of endogenous halos towards z = 7. At z = 20, 3% of progenitors of the host are exogenous. By z = 7, that number jumps to 40%. When restricting to progenitors of subhalos, the fraction of endogenous systems reaches a much smaller peak of 7% at z = 7. This is caused by the spatial biasing in the assembly history of the host. The progenitors of accreted systems which reside within the host in the present day tend to be more centrally clustered in the most over-dense regions, leading to a higher probability that the enrichment bubbles of nearby systems overlap with the surrounding halos. Furthermore, those systems which end up in the present day host are more likely to be externally enriched the later they form due to a combination of spatial clustering and a greater abundance of larger, 10 9 M , star forming halos (see Figure 8 ). The median minimum distance is an indicator of the density of star forming halos. Starting at high-z, the density first increases due to a proliferation of galaxy formation. Later, the formation rate of new galaxies declines and the Hubble expansion begins to dominate, leading to a decrease in density (or increase in distance). This turnaround point occurs at higher z for lower mass halos since low mass halos form earlier in the universe than high mass halos. . Fraction of exogenous (enriched by an external system) and endogenous (enriched by internal processes) progenitor minihalo systems for each of the Milky Way-mass halos in our sample. Each panel represents a different strength of feedback (see Figure 2 ). The total exogenous population varies from ∼ 1% of all halos at z = 7 in the weak feedback model to 18% in the strong feedback model. Minihalos that form early, near z = 25, are more likely to be progenitors of the host since they have more time to be accreted, lose angular momentum, and get disrupted, whereas minihalos forming later, near z = 7 are more likely to be progenitors of subhalos since they don't have enough time to be fully disrupted in the host.
Remnants of the first stellar systems in dwarf galaxies
The progenitor halos of the Milky Way can be split into two distinct populations: (1) "halo progenitors" (i.e., those that formed, merged and accreted, subsequently dispersing throughout the stellar halo of the Milky Way) and (2) "dwarf progenitors" (i.e., those that formed, accreted and merged into what are now dwarf galaxies). The progenitor merger tree of each of these two systems will invariably be littered with minihalos and atomic cooling halos. This presents an opportunity to consider in detail the origin and nature of the observable dwarf satellite galaxies of the Milky Way. Especially their early chemical composition, and consequently also that of their oldest, most metal-poor stars must have been driven by the total number of high-z minihalos and atomic cooling halos that each dwarf galaxy accreted throughout its evolution.
Since our simulation suite runs until z = 0, we can determine how many candidate minihalos and atomic cooling halos have merged with a given dwarf galaxy since its formation. In Figure 10 , we plot a parameterized fit to the number of progenitors of a given subhalo in the present day for all Caterpillar simulations. We relate the number of each respective system (i.e., exogenous and endogenous systems for each definition of minihalo and atomic cooling halo) to the peak mass of present day subhalos via the following form,
where np is the number of progenitor systems and M peak is the peak mass along the main branch of a given subhalo. n0 is a normalization quantity. Given this functional form, our best fit estimates are presented in Table 4 .6. We also show stellar mass estimates for these systems using the Garrison-Kimmel et al. (2014) abundance matching prescription as a reference. We find that the number of minihalo progenitors at a fixed M peak (peak mass along the main branch) depends very much on whether LW feedback is included. Without LW feedback, a halo with a peak mass of 10 9 M (M ∼ 10 4 M ) would have accreted ∼30 minihalo progenitors. With LW feedback, a halo with the same peak mass would actually only have accreted ∼10 halos at most. This is particularly pronounced at even lower peak masses (e.g., UFDs), where one expects less than one minihalo to have been accreted into the system by z = 0 when including LW feedback.
Classical dwarfs and the Magellanic Clouds
In Table 6 , we list the number of progenitor systems that we derived for a sample of nine classical dwarf galaxies. We used the abundance matching prescription of Garrison-Kimmel et al. (2014) to find the corresponding subhalo peak mass. We estimate that ∼154 atomic cooling halos were swallowed by the LMC prior to its infall into the Milky Way. Draco by comparison may have accreted only 10 atomic cooling halos by infall. Each column contains the number of estimated accreted minihalos which represent the total number of exogenous or endogenous minihalos which fell into the classical dwarf satellites prior to their own infall. The results are purely based on abundance matching (Garrison-Kimmel et al. 2014) to infer the subhalo peak mass. Depending on the choice of star formation efficiency, we find that only a handful of star forming minihalos fell into the Draco system (1-3 exogenous systems and 3-5 endogenous systems) prior to infall. Direct treatment of the LW radiation at these early times will provide more solid estimates for the number of progenitor systems in each case.
Ultra-faint dwarf galaxies
The population of ancient, very low luminosity "ultra-faint" dwarf (UFD) galaxies in the Milky Way has been studied extensively for their star formation, chemical composition, and association to Galactic building blocks (see Frebel (2010) for Figure 10 . Total number of progenitors of a given subhalo (top left: atomic cooling halos, top right: total, bottom left: endogenous minihalos, bottom right: exogenous minihalos) as a function of peak subhalo mass. Typical 1-σ variance for each fit (across all 30 Caterpillar simulations used in this study) is shown in the top left/right panel (grey band). These are omitted for the other fits for the sake of clarity. The peak mass corresponds to a stellar mass as determined from the abundance matching prescription of GarrisonKimmel et al. (2014) . As a guide, we have drawn vertical lines corresponding to the stellar mass of each of the observed nine classical dwarf spheroidal galaxies. Although more massive dwarf galaxies tend to have a large number of minihalo progenitors, the total number depends strongly on the inclusion of the LW feedback. This reduction is particularly pronounced for ultra-faint dwarf galaxies, with 90% fewer potential minihalo progenitors. There are slightly fewer (∼10%) endogenous progenitors (i.e. progenitors which have evolved in isolation) at fixed subhalo peak mass. The uncertainty in LW models is similar to the halo-to-halo scatter. As previously stated (e.g. Sawala et al. 2014) , estimates of stellar mass based on abundance matching are unreliable for M peak ≤ 10 9 M . We only estimate the number of progenitors for UFDs (range highlighted in green) by extrapolation, which as such, is speculation. a review). Recently, the Dark Energy Survey unveiled nine new such UFDs (DES Collaboration 2015, Koposov et al. 2015) . Interestingly, these satellites are close to the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC). What remains to be answered, though, is whether most of the stellar material in such UFDs actually formed in-situ, or whether the dwarfs contain a substantial population of stars accreted from other, possibly chemically distinct, star forming systems.
This idea can in principle be tested with detailed chemical abundances of metal-poor stars that are found in all UFD galaxies. For example in the UFD Reticulum II, seven of nine stars observed are strongly enhanced in heavy r-process elements which already led to the suggestion that this UFD experienced a massive r-process event by either a neutronstar merger or a jet driven supernova . But the other two stars, which also happen to be the two most metal-poor stars in Reticulum II, display extremely low abundances of those same heavy neutron-capture elements, ([Ba/Fe] < 0, Ji et al. 2016) . Furthermore, these nuclei were unlikely produced in an r-process but in some other event or site.
These two groups of nucleosynthetic signatures suggest the following about the nature and evolution of Reticulum II: either a) the stars with low heavy neutron-capture abundances formed within Reticulum II but prior to the rprocess enrichment event, or b) they formed in a pocket of low-metallicity gas that was not affected by the r-process enrichment. Importantly, the latter scenario could have oc- Table 5 . Number of progenitors for a given halo at z = 0 (±1-σ variance across halos). Tegmark et al. (1997) curred in a different, smaller system that was later accreted into Reticulum II. In general, our results (see Figure 10 ) indicate that it is unlikely that many UFD candidates could have accreted more than a few (endogenous or exogenous) minihalos. The vast majority of potential progenitors were simply unable to form stars due to the H2 dissociating by the onset of the LW background. Even under the most optimistic of circumstances where we assume a Tegmark et al. (1997) minimum mass threshold for formation and remove our model for the LW background, the most massive of the future ultra-faint dwarf galaxies (M peak ∼ 10 8.5 M ) accreted <10 minihalos. With the inclusion of our fiducial LW model, this number is reduced to only one minihalo. Thus, the "small system accretion" scenario for Reticulum II is unlikely and very few stars, if any, originate from distinct minihalos. However, larger dSphs like Draco and Ursa Minor are very likely to contain metal-poor stars from multiple progenitor minihalos. Moreover, detailed theoretical modelling of UFDs would greatly assist in this question also by constraining metal mixing and star formation processes to determine the exact origin of potentially different stellar abundance patterns within single UFD systems. Hydrodynamic simulations of UFDs may greatly assist interpretations of chemical abundances in UFDs by further constraining the impact of metal mixing and hierarchical galaxy formation on the exact origin of potentially different stellar abundance patterns within single UFD systems.
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Remnants of the first stellar systems in the Galaxy today
With our 30 high-resolution simulations, we can quantify the halo-to-halo scatter in the remnant population. A full treatment requires more detailed modelling of the stellar mass associated with each remnant, but as a first step we tag the 10 of the most bound particles at z = 10 for the minihalos identified with Lyman-Werner feedback at our fiducial star formation efficiency, 0 = 0.04 (see Figure 3) and determine their number density as a function of galactocentric distance.
In Fig. 11 we plot these number densities divided by the dark matter density of the host out to the virial radius for each host (black line is the median). This ratio highlights any bias in the remnant distribution relative to the overall density of particles in the dark matter halo. The scatter in the number density at fixed galactocentric distance is an order of magnitude at small radii (e.g. within the bulge) and large radii (i.e. r > 50 kpc) but similar within the halo (i.e. r < 30 kpc). Our scatter agrees qualitatively with the result found by Ishiyama et al. (2016) who used four halos. Additionally, we find different overall means owing to the alternative Lyman-Werner treatment and slightly different tagging method (i.e at formation versus at z = 10). Tumlinson (2010) has argued that metal-poor stars in the bulge are most likely to be true relics of Pop II. stars. However, Salvadori et al. (2015) and more recently, Starkenburg et al. (2016) find that the oldest stars populate the innermost region of the Galaxy while the relative contribution of very metal poor stars increases with radius from the Galactic center. Without more detailed modeling, we can not compare directly with these works except to state that our oldest remnants populate all parts of the Galaxy with scatter most pronounced in the bulge and at large radii.
CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a systematic study of the general properties of minihalos and atomic cooling halo progenitors of Milky Way sized systems using 30 cosmological simulations. In our model for first star formation, we include the impact of Lyman-Werner radiation on the earliest stellar systems and determine how the clustering properties of such starforming systems enriched subsequent generations of stars and galaxies in the Milky Way. Our model and results can be summarized as follows, first with respect to minihalos then atomic cooling halos. Figure 11 . Ratio between radial number density profiles of Pop III remnants, n(r), and dark matter mass densities of host halos (ρ dm (r) for 30 Caterpillar halos (each individually marked in grey and median marked by thick black line). The top axis represents the bottom axis multiplied by the mean virial radius for all 30 runs (296 kpc). The scatter in the number density at fixed galactocentric distance is quite large at small radii (e.g. an order of magnitude in the bulge) and large radii (i.e. r > 50 kpc) but similar within the halo (i.e. r < 30 kpc).
Minihalo Progenitors of Milky Way sized systems
Using a physically motivated minimum mass threshold, we identify all molecular line cooling halos via the cooling threshold of Tegmark et al. (1997) . We additionally use the semi-analytic prescriptions of Crosby et al. (2013b) for the LW background using three different star formation efficiencies ( = 0.008, 0.04, 0.2). We find the following:
• Without LW feedback, we find 22,856 ± 4915 progenitor dark matter halos of a Milky way sized host to satisfy the minimum mass threshold required for their molecular hydrogen gas to cool, collapse and form stars.
• With LW feedback, the number of potential star forming minihalo progenitors is significantly reduced (by ∼90%) because the radiation raises the minimum mass required to form stars. We find 358±82/653±141/1458±314 (for star formation efficiencies: l = 0.008, 0 = 0.04, h = 0.2) minihalos satisfy our requirements to form stars and eventually merge into the host halo.
• By z = 0, 55% of all progenitor systems are accreted by the central host and the remainder reside within subhalos of the central host.
• Using a simple chemical enrichment model, we determined what fraction of systems have their chemical composition established by in-situ star formation or by being enriched by neighboring systems. Overwhelmingly, most of the minihalos evolve in isolation without the influence (chemically) of an external halo (i.e. 80-90% of all systems at z = 7 are endogenous). For the strong feedback model, we find ∼18% of systems are exogenous at z = 7 compared to <7% of systems for the weak and fiducial feedback models. When halos are externally enriched, it is usually by 10 8 M systems or more massive ones.
• Of the systems which are endogenous, ∼50% merge with a system larger than themselves within 1.5 Gyr after formation (Fig. 6 ). This leads to enhanced chemical enrichment, making them only temporarily endogenous systems. Several generations of stars could have formed (and died) between the time of first star formation and the eventual accretion of the system into the main host.
• Star forming minihalos are on average median separated to other star forming 10 7 M halos by 300 pc at z = 20 and 3 kpc at z = 7. While we found most systems are internally enriched, a more realistic chemical enrichment model including proper treatment of chemical mixing and non-instantaneous winds may result in an increase in the externally enriched fraction.
• The number of minihalo progenitor systems which have been accreted by a given subhalo halo is best fit via a power law. The number of exogenous progenitors is best fit via the power law, Nprog = 2.97 × 10 −4 M 0.4
peak . Similarly, the number of endogenous progenitors for a given subhalo is best fit by Nprog = 4.82 × 10 −7 M 0.71 peak .
• We estimate that there is an order of magnitude scatter in the number density of Pop III remnants at small (i.e. r < 5 kpc) and large galactocentric radii (i.e. r > 50 kpc) across Milky Way-mass halos. The scatter is most minimal at intermediate distances (10 < r < 50 kpc) within the halo.
• We estimate that low luminosity UFD galaxies, such as Reticulum II, have at most one or two star forming minihalo progenitors. Consequently, it highly unlikely that Reticulum II received its r-process enriched material via an external system bringing in chemically enriched stellar material.
• Similarly, we estimate that approximately ∼74-230 (∼51-163) minihalos were accreted by the proto-LMC (SMC), creating a potentially large number of ultra-faint satellite systems which could be tidally removed from the LMC during first passage and distributed throughout the Milky Way.
Atomic Cooling Halo Progenitors of Milky Way sized systems
We identified all potentially atomic cooling halos in each simulation and used a simple model of reionization to determine which halos were suppressed, partially suppressed and active in the post-reionization era (z < 10). Our results can be summarized as follows:
• There are 1793 ± 396 atomic cooling halo progenitors per 10 12 M host (across 30 Milky Way sized systems).
• We find 781 ± 215 (44 ± 12%) of these systems do not survive the reionization era and will stop accreting gas and forming new stars (937 additional systems form after z = 10 with Vmax < 30 km/s and are suppressed in our model). On average, we also also find that 64 (4 ± 2%) systems are partially suppressed and 11 (1 ± 1%) systems are not suppressed at all and will continue to accrete gas and form stars unimpeded by reionization. These will accrete into either larger progenitors and become dwarf galaxies or be disrupted during the accretion onto the primary host.
• By z∼0, 54% of the unsuppressed atomic cooling halo progenitor systems are accreted by the central host and the remainder end up within the subhalos.
• The number of atomic cooling halo progenitor systems of a given subhalo of the host is best fit via the power law, Nprog = 2.69 × 10 −7 M 0.69 peak .
• Approximately 246 atomic cooling halos were accreted by the LMC prior to infall and ∼12 atomic cooling halos were accreted by Draco. Using a simple model for reionization, we find only 42 (0) of these LMC (Draco) progenitor systems have Vmax (z = 10) ≥ 30 km/s and will survive the reionization era.
We finally comment that Gao et al. (2010) used the Aquarius simulation suite to identify Pop III star forming progenitors. They employed a similar method as ours, though at a lower virial temperature threshold (1100 K).
They found ∼2×10
4 Pop III star forming progenitors which agrees well with our estimates of ∼23,000. Similarly, they found a mean separation distance of ∼1 h −1 kpc (z = 10) which also agrees well with our estimates (∼3 h −1 kpc). They also determine the number of first galaxies (i.e. 10 4 K) to be ∼200-300 by z = 10. We speculate that this estimate is lower than ours because of the lower temporal resolution used in the Aquarius simulation suite (∼100 Myrs/snapshot outputs compared to ∼ 5 Myr/snapshot outputs in Caterpillar ). We use a different model for the LW background than the work of Ishiyama et al. (2016) and so it make it difficult to compare numbers directly. Additionally, Gao et al. (2010) also do not provide population statistics which furthermore complicates a detailed comparison of results.
Caveats & Future Work
Our modelling technique is not without drawbacks. Most importantly, we do not resolve the direct collapse of gas, subsequent fragmentation and enrichment directly and rely on the assumption that a given halo's temperature is in virial equilibrium with the gas temperature. We additionally assume that the enrichment process proceeds via instantaneous, spherically enriched gas bubbles at a scale set purely by the progenitor host halo mass. It is known from detailed hydrodynamic simulations of single halo systems that star formation proceeds in a much more stochastic manner and that the enrichment process is very unstructured and depends heavily on local environmental conditions. Despite these limitations, we are providing a robust machinery for connecting present day halos with their high-z progenitors, and offer a first glimpse to statistically probe the locations of the first star forming progenitors of Milky Way-mass halos by sampling the largest number of Milky Way halos ever simulated at such high resolution.
The results of this work will invite more direct semianalytic modelling of the relevant star formation and feedback processes in the future. Moving forward, we aim to more self-consistently model the formation sites of the first stellar systems and subsequent first galaxies including an enhanced treatment of the relevant radiative processes crucial to regulating each progenitor's assembly history. This modelling will then allow a more detailed understanding of the origin of the chemical make-up of not only the old stellar halo, but also its satellite systems. Only self-consistently modelling of the chemical and dynamical evolution of all of the progenitors of a Milky Way sized host will enable theoretical progress capable of connecting the low-redshift universe to the earliest phases of galaxy formation. Coupling the rich chemical and kinematic data being released by various observational Galactic sky surveys (e.g., GAIA-ESO, Gaia, SkyMapper, GALAH) with advanced modelling of this kind will contribute significantly to the nascent areas of both stellar and dwarf galaxy archaeology. making the initial conditions code, music, publicly available. The authors also thank Volker Springel for making gadget-2 publicly available and for providing a version of Figure 12 . The total number of halos identified as molecular line cooling halos (minihalos) and atomic cooling halos in both our fiducial run (LX14, mp = 2.99 × 10 4 M ) and a higher resolution run (LX15, mp = 3.73 × 10 3 M ).
APPENDIX
We also carried out the same analysis on a higher resolution halo (LX15, mp = 3.73 × 10 3 M ) which has a particle mass eight times higher than our fiducial run (LX14, mp = 2.99 × 10 4 M ) to check that we identify the same total number of systems. The total number of systems identified as atomic cooling halos and molecular line cooling halos (minihalos) in the two resolution runs of the Cat-9 halo are shown in Figure 12 . We find good agreement between the runs.
